Your Authentic Divine Power, Can and Does, influence Everything!
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Want to learn how to tune into your body?
The science of Avesa Medical intuition sharpens your intuitive capacities while
supporting a happier life.
Sensing body memories?
Experiencing recurring patterns of discomfort?
Avesa Medical Intuitive training helps you to look beneath the surface and work with
the energies of your chakras for true healing.
Would you enjoy assisting yourself, your clients and your friends,
to ‘break through and discover authentic peace and joy?
An Avesa Medical Intuitive learns how to harness and work with the Divine Love.
This is the creative energy of the universe that can be tapped into for greater success!
It holds the key to our vibrant health at the physical level,
self-trust at the emotional level, and boundless peace at the spiritual level.
Avesa Medical intuition is the ancient “science of the soul”! Learning this process offers
deeper understanding of the role that the soul serves in the healing process. Avesa
Medical Intuition also unravels the mystery of the ego and why it clings to limiting beliefs
that create repeated experiences of suffering.
By deeply examining the energy flows of each chakra we gain insight into the mystical domain of the Individu-WILL, (individual). This
deeper dimension ignites healing opportunities beyond the dictates of karma, DNA, and superficial clinical observations!
The Avesa Medical Intuitive Certification Program
Developed by Sri Ram Kaa after years of experience as a psychotherapist, highly skilled medical intuitive, and teacher, this program
combines the blessing of Avesa energy with the direction and guidance of the Archangelic realm into a program that will forever lift your
perception of healing, wholeness and true vitality and health!
The AMI program is a full professional certification program that supports YOU in becoming a cutting edge Medical Intuitive and Holistic
Health Consultant.
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After completing the Avesa level I and Avesa Level II program, you may discover that you are being called to express your love and energy
in ever richer and expanded ways.
Developed by Sri Ram Kaa after years of experience as a psychotherapist, highly skilled medical intuitive, and teacher, this program
combines the blessing of Avesa energy with the direction and guidance of the Archangelic realm into a program that will forever lift
your perception of healing, wholeness and true vitality and health!
The AMI program is a full professional certification program that supports YOU in becoming a cutting edge Medical Intuitive and
Holistic Health Consultant.
As a certified Avesa Medical Intuitive, you are offering your clients insightful Intuitive Scans
and true Quantum Healing support that transcends the experience of all other modalities.

FULL Avesa Medical Intuitive Mastery Training: A three-part process
If your heart is calling you to claim this Mastery process into your life it’s as easy as 1-2-3!
FIRST! Be sure to Enjoy the Introductory Journey of Discovery
Then, continue the journey with One or All Three of the Mastery Training Experiences!
SECOND! Get Certified at the Level of Mastery that suits your needs!
AMI Certification Level 1: Science of Chakras & their relationship to the Physical Body
AMI Certification Level 2: Medical Intuitive Practitioner
THIRD! Become a PROFESSIONAL AVESA MEDICAL Intuitive!
AMI Mastery Certification Level 3: Mastery Guided Private Internship
This is a professional certification program. Similar types of programs can take well over a year of training and cost upwards of
$10,000 in tuition alone. Due to the true gift of Avesa energy we are able to offer to you an education that is beyond any other
within a much shorter time frame and at a fraction of the cost. This is an accelerated program. You will graduate AMI training
surprised and thrilled by your ability to read energy and offer REAL SOLUTIONS that WORK.
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Overview of the Certification Programs
Introductory Journey of Discovery:
This program offers the gifts of Discovering the Energetic Underpinnings of Diseases and their dysfunction.
During this dynamic journey, Master Avesa Medical Intuitive, Sri Ram Kaa, will share valuable information assisting you to gain a broader
understanding of how these energetic underpinnings affect energy and health.
An overview of the chakras as the gatekeepers to the flow of divine energy will open your eyes and call forward greater self-awareness.
As a student practitioner in the AMI program you will learn to:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Energetically and Accurately Scan the Emotional, Spiritual and Physical Bodies…discover the science of intuitive scanning!
Create objective & verifiable summaries of the client’s life patterns that are at the root cause and have supported disease and
dysfunctional behavior.
Unlock your clients’ blocks to true evolution
Assist your client to enhance their life harmony.
Use a powerfully accurate model of the emotions that are associated with typical diseases so you can then focus your energy work in
these areas that have the greatest potential for positive change.
Be an expert in specific protocols that bring harmony and balance to each of the 7 major chakras and offer the opportunity to reverse
life-long patterns.
EFFECTIVELY use Advanced EFT methods to dissolve trauma imprints and eradicate your client’s resistance to change
Discover a “power-protocol” that brings the client to immediate conscious clarity about their issues and goals at each level of
being-- physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. This process is a recent addition to the AMI curriculum, and it can stand
alone to build a profitable coaching practice…and in conjunction with Avesa Balancings, it is the essence of “Clarity In Action”!
Learn how to release all Dogmas and energy blocks from other lifetimes and places.
Accurately identify and remove imprints, phobias, alien interference and other
impositions that negatively affect your clients
energy field.
Release allergies and chemical sensitivities.
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AMI Certification Programs Level One and Two
AMI Certification Level 1:
The science of the Chakras and their relationship to the Physical Body.
In this 3-part class you will be presented with a deeper understanding of how Mental and Emotional energies influence the human energy
Body and the physical health of the person.
The environment of each chakra will be explored in depth.
This in-depth exploration will also include the effect of the chakras on the
following physical systems:
nervous system,
circulatory system,
immune,
muscular,
reproductive and
skeletal system, including joints and cartilage.
You will be trained to understand how to associate common illnesses to the
responsible chakra(s) and receive introductory training in practices that assist to
call forward enhanced stability, balance, and harmony for the client. AMI Level 1
training offers expansive theory & perspective.

This is the foundation for building your practice as an Avesa Medical Intuitive, as it presents the energetic model for the human system.
This class offers deep insight into the Human Energy Field and this material is suitable for students of all levels. A certificate of completion
is available to those who take the optional final exam. NOTE: The Level 1 class does not train the student in intuitive scanning nor
professional level healing techniques, these are in the Level 2 Class.
Three, 90-minute Video Tele-classes, Saturdays, March 3,
9 16, 23 Tuition: $179
Your $50 non-refundable deposit will hold your space! Mastery Mentorship APP member discounts APPLY!
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AMI Certification Level 2:
Medical Intuitive Practitioner
In this series you will learn how to further open and strengthen your Intuitive sight and
how to chart chakra energy flows. Beyond theory, these classes support you to gain the
practical skills needed become a professional Medical Intuitive.
You will be taught how to “see’, evaluate, and SHIFT energy flows. Learn practical client
counseling skills and ways to assist your clients to experience positive change in their
lives. Extraordinary wisdom even if you are taking the program to understand your own
journey through a body!
Subjects this session will Include:
1. Scanning the energy field of a client, remotely at any distance
2. Wisdom of the organs, the special role of the heart, lungs, and liver in releasing
past pain and embracing full potential
3. Cataloging client energies into a format that will provide valuable insight for the
client
4. “Professional Strength” Interventions to help rebalance energy flow and accelerate
healing.
5. Deeper understanding of the interrelationship of the chakras to illness, emotional
patterns, and past life energy.
6. Remote Healing techniques
7. Supervised small-group study with one of your clients or friends
This program is a series of 4 two-hour sessions + study groups
Saturdays: May 11, 18, June 1, 15
Your $50 non-refundable deposit will hold your space!
Mastery Mentorship APP member discounts APPLY! Payment plans are available.

Tuition: $ 377

NOTE! This is a 4-part professional training class with homework and a study-group meeting between each class session. This
class has Pre-requisites! Completion of AMI Level 1 training and Quantum Clairvoyance. (Sorry! no exceptions)
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It is strongly recommended that the student is certified in the Avesa Balancing Technique as some client interventions are based
upon this. Prior understanding of dowsing and muscle testing is useful however not required
AMI Mastery Certification Level 3:
Mastery Guided Private Internship, based upon enrollment a second session may be scheduled to keep the groups small and assure
“private” coaching from Sri Ram Kaa
(Dates TBD based upon enrollment for August and September) Tuition: $333

In this class a small group of students will consult together as they support EXTRAORDINARY life
change in their clients over a 6-week monitored intervention process.
The internship is personally supervised by Master Avesa Quantum Healer Sri Ram Kaa and includes
hands-on supervision and treatment recommendations for your practice clients.
This practicum is a dynamic healing opportunity for both the client and the Healer/student.
Optional Mastery Internship Extension:
Optional Healing Week at TOSA Blue Mountain
ALL-Inclusive Tuition: $ 1,888 (two-people)
Ready to dive deeper?
Gain the most from your Avesa Medical Intuitive Professional Training
Culminate your professional training at TOSA Blue Mountain!
Bring YOU AND YOUR CLIENT to Ecuador for 5 days of extraordinary healing!
Your client will receive daily healing sessions with both you and Sri & Kira.
Learn how the Atlantean Healing chamber can turbocharge evolutionary growth. Receive one-on-one training from Sri and Kira. This is a
life-changing intensive for both you and your client!
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An Avesa Medical Intuitive graduate shares:
“I have taken many types of classes over the years. I can say without any hesitation that the Avesa Medical Intuitive program had a a more
prof0und impact on my life than any other course I have taken---even MORE than my Master’s Degree!
From the very first class, we were reading client’s energy flows and understanding how blockages manifest as symptoms.
Sri’s vast knowledge coupled with the integration of Avesa healing techniques makes this program UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
Since completing the AMI program, I work with my clients at a whole new level.
I have a deeper understanding of their challenges, and I communicate with them more effectively than before. AMI added new dimensions
to my Holistic healing practice, and my clients are having AMAZING RESULTS! It is such a joy to have the tools learned in the AMI
program and use them to assist others in making deep and lasting changes.”
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